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High-temperature superconductivity and its robustness against
magnetic polarization in monolayer FeSe on EuTiO3
Chong Liu 1,2,5✉, Hyungki Shin 1,2,5, Andrin Doll3, Hsiang-Hsi Kung1,2,4, Ryan P. Day 1,2, Bruce A. Davidson1,2, Jan Dreiser3,
Giorgio Levy1,2, Andrea Damascelli1,2, Cinthia Piamonteze3 and Ke Zou 1,2✉

Spin degree of freedom generally plays an important role in unconventional superconductivity. In many of the iron-based
compounds, superconductivity is found in close proximity to long-range antiferromagnetic order, whereas monolayer FeSe grown
on SrTiO3, with enhanced superconductivity, exhibits no magnetic or nematic ordering. Here we grow monolayer and multilayer
FeSe on antiferromagnetic EuTiO3(001) layers, in an effort to introduce a spin polarization in proximity to the superconductivity of
FeSe. By X-ray magnetic dichroism, we observe an antiferromagnet–ferromagnet switching on Eu and Ti sites in EuTiO3 driven by
the applied magnetic field, with no concomitant spin polarization on the Fe site of FeSe. Transport measurements show enhanced
superconductivity of monolayer FeSe on EuTiO3 with a transition temperature of ~30 K. The band structure revealed by
photoemission spectroscopy is analogous to that of FeSe/SrTiO3. Our work creates a platform for the interplay of spin and
unconventional superconductivity in the two-dimensional limit.
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Spintronics1 offers the potential for creating circuits in which
logic operations controlled by spin currents are faster and
more energetically efficient than equivalent charge-based
semiconductor devices. It requires control of spin and charge
at the nanoscale, allowing devices with a greater diversity of
functionality. The idea of combining superconductivity with
the spin degree of freedom started in 1966 with a concept of
magnetic memory, in which the superconducting transition
temperature (Tc) of a thin-film s-wave superconductor sand-
wiched between ferromagnetic insulators is controlled by the
magnetization alignment2. Subsequently, attention has been
focused on devices designed around materials in which the
coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity is an intrinsic
property or is induced at the interface by proximity3,4.
Two-dimensional (2D) materials that are only a few atomic-

layers thick serve as a potential platform to combine super-
conductivity and magnetism. To date, their coexistence in the 2D
limit has been discovered in LaAlO3/SrTiO3

5–8 and LaAlO3/EuTiO3/
SrTiO3 interfaces9. The buried interface and low Tc (<0.3 K) have
limited the study and potential control of the coupling between
spin and charge. A recent study casts some doubt on the origin of
the ferromagnetism of LaAlO3/SrTiO3, suggesting that magnetism
is induced by extrinsic defects and not an intrinsic property of the
interface10.
In this report, we study the epitaxial interface between a 2D

high-temperature superconductor—monolayer FeSe—and an
antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulator—EuTiO3 (ETO), which allows
direct access to study and control the properties through all the
standard techniques suitable for 2D materials. The role of the spin
degree of freedom in this high-temperature iron-based super-
conductor is carefully examined to understand its relation to
superconductivity.
Undoped bulk FeSe is superconducting below 8 K11, above

which only nematicity but no long-range magnetic order is present

at ambient pressure12–14, although strong spin fluctuations have
been found by inelastic neutron scattering15. Monolayer FeSe
shows strongly enhanced superconductivity with Tc up to 70 K
when epitaxially grown on SrTiO3 (STO)16–20 and other oxides21–27.
Several mechanisms have been related to this emerging super-
conducting phase28, including spin fluctuations29–31, electron
doping32–35, and electron–phonon coupling36–41. Theoretical
calculations proposed that the ground state of monolayer FeSe/
STO is checkerboard antiferromagnetic order and that it further
hosts a quantum spin Hall state42,43, although no such experi-
mental observation has been reported so far. Magnetic exchange-
bias measurements found evidences of antiferromagnetic order in
as-grown FeSe thin films on STO; however, upon annealing, the
sample became superconducting and AFM order disappeared44.
Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering revealed dispersionless and
significantly hardened spin excitations in monolayer FeSe/STO45.
How the magnetic texture competes with the superconductivity in
this system remains an open question.
Pioneer works choosing different substrates for FeSe, such as

FeSe/BaTiO3
27, demonstrate that interface engineering is a

powerful approach to tuning the properties. Here, we introduce
magnetic ordering adjacent to FeSe thin layers by the interface
with EuTiO3 using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). EuTiO3 is known
to be a G-type antiferromagnetic insulator with a large spin
moment of 7 μB per Eu46 and Néel temperature TN at ~5.5 K46,47. It
has a perovskite-type cubic structure with lattice constant a=
3.905 Å, identical to STO, allowing high-quality growth of FeSe
films. Combining X-ray absorption spectroscopy, electrical and
magneto- transport, and angle-resolved photoemission spectro-
scopy (ARPES) measurements, we detected large tunable spin
polarization in ETO and, simultaneously, robust high-Tc super-
conductivity in monolayer FeSe/ETO with no magnetic order
detected on Fe sites.
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RESULTS
Growth of FeSe/ETO films
ETO and FeSe layers were prepared in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
dual-MBE system. During growth, the sample surface was
monitored by reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED).
(LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2TaAlO6)0.7 (LSAT) crystals were used as substrates and
the RHEED pattern is shown in Fig. 1a. LSAT has a similar lattice
constant (3.868 Å) to that of ETO (3.905 Å) and remains insulating
after high-temperature growth. ETO films of precisely 20 unit cells
(UC) were grown using the conditions as described in ref. 48

(see also “Methods” for further details). During the growth of
EuTiO3 films, the RHEED intensity shows clear oscillations indicating
layer-by-layer growth at a rate of ~65 s per UC (Fig. 1b). The RHEED
image of the final ETO film after annealing exhibits sharp
spots with the specular spot much stronger than the first-order
diffraction spots (Fig. 1c), a signature of a high-quality crystalline
film with TiO2-termination layer. This is further evidenced by
the atomic force microscope image (Fig. 1d), which shows regular
and flat terraces with the step height of ~4 Å. FeSe films were
grown on ETO using the well-established MBE method49.

Typical RHEED images of 1-UC and 2-UC FeSe films are shown in
Fig. 1e,f. The film thickness can be simply controlled by the
deposition time. The coincident diffraction-streak positions of all
the layers indicate similar in-plane lattice constants and lattice
orientations, evidence of the high-quality epitaxial FeSe/ETO
heterostructure.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) were carried out at temperatures down to 2 K
[X-Treme beamline, Swiss Light Source (SLS)50]. XAS and XMCD
detected by total electron yield are powerful tools to study the
spin polarization with surface sensitivity and elemental selectivity.
The geometry of the setup is sketched in Supplementary Fig. 1.
The ETO layers in the FeSe/ETO samples show antiferromagnetic
ordering. The Eu M4,5-edge spectral shape is consistent with the
Eu2+ valence state and exhibits large XMCD in a magnetic field of
6.8 T (Fig. 2a,b). The XMCD intensity, which is proportional to the
magnetization M, decreases and diminishes with decreasing
magnetic field (Fig. 2b) or increasing temperature (Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 1 MBE growth of the films. a RHEED pattern of the LSAT substrate. b RHEED oscillations during the growth of the 20-UC ETO. c RHEED
pattern of the 20-UC ETO on LSAT. d Atomic force microscope image of the 20-UC ETO. The length of the scale bar corresponds to 200 nm.
e RHEED pattern of 1-UC FeSe on ETO. f RHEED pattern of 2-UC FeSe on ETO. The incident electron beam is along the [100] direction of the
substrate for all RHEED images.
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The evolution of M with the applied magnetic field is summarized
in Fig. 2d. With no external field, the zero M together with the
enhanced X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) at 2 K (Fig. 2e) reveals the
antiferromagnetic ground state of the ETO film.
The M–H curve at 2 K is saturated above a critical field of ~2.5 T

for H || c (Fig. 2d), as a result of the complete polarization of the
local magnetic moments on Eu atoms. The spin moment at 2 K
and 6.8 T deduced from the sum rule51 is ~6.95 μB per Eu atom
(see Supplementary Note 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2 for the
calculation method), agreeing with seven unpaired electrons in
the 4f shell of each Eu atom46. For the field 70° from the surface
normal, the critical field is ~1.2 T (Supplementary Fig. 3), indicating
that the easy axis is likely in the a–b plane. This is consistent with
neutron-diffraction results showing that the AFM axis is along the
(100) direction of the pseudocubic unit cell of ETO52. In the
presence of an external magnetic field, the local spin moments are
reoriented, until fully aligned above the critical field (Fig. 2h).
When the temperature exceeds TN, the M–H curves become

straighter and the magnitude weaker (Fig. 2d) because the spin
orientations are randomized by thermal excitations. The behavior
in Fig. 2d is very similar to that in the direct magnetization
measurements of ETO bulk or films in the literature47,53,54.
The Ti L2,3 edges of ETO are characteristic of the octahedral Ti4+

state (Fig. 2f)55. Sizable XMCD is also observed, which is more
pronounced than that for STO in FeSe/STO (Supplementary Fig.
4a), yielding an orbital moment of −0.19 ± 0.02 μB per Ti (the spin
moment is present as well, yet the spin sum rule cannot be
applied due to its large error for the Ti L-edge56). The XMCD of Ti
responds to the magnetic field in a similar way to that of Eu with
the same critical field (Supplementary Fig. 4b), indicating that spin
polarization has been induced on Ti-3d orbitals through exchange
interaction with Eu-4f states due to the proximity of the energy
bands of these states57.
TiO2 layer is the immediate layer between FeSe and EuO layer (Fig.

2h). The TiO2–Fe interlayer distance is ~4.3 Å with reference to the
FeSe/STO case58. The EuO–Fe distance is larger by cETO/2= 1.95 Å,
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Fig. 2 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) of FeSe/ETO. a XAS of Eu M4,5 edge at 2 K in the field of 6.8 T, measured with circularly polarized
photons. The incident direction and magnetic field are perpendicular to the sample surface. b X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the
Eu M4,5 edges at 2 K in various magnetic fields. c XMCD at the Eu M4,5 edges in the field of 6.8 T at various temperatures. d The magnetization
contributed by spins on Eu atoms as a function of magnetic field and temperature. The points are the data extracted from the XMCD spectra
using the sum rules. The lines are the XMCD intensities at the Eu M5 peak measured with sweeping field, and normalized to the sum-rule
values at 6.8 T for each temperature. e X-ray linear dichroism (XLD) at the Eu M4,5 edges at zero field at 2 K and 20 K. The incident direction is
60° from the surface normal. f XAS and XMCD at the Ti L2,3 edges measured with circularly polarized photons. g XAS and XMCD at the Fe L2,3
edges measured with circularly polarized photons. h Illustration of the spin alignment in the FeSe/ETO heterostructures with different external
fields.
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but the Eu magnetic moment is larger than the Ti moment by more
than an order of magnitude. A proximity-induced exchange coupling
in FeSe from the top EuO and TiO2 layers of ETO should be expected,
yet no obvious effect is observed. The XAS at the Fe L2,3 edges shows
a pure Fe2+ state (Fig. 2g), indicating that the film was well protected
from oxidization59. The XMCD signal of Fe is negligible (<0.02 μB per
Fe) at the maximum field of 6.8 T that we could apply, which
suggests small magnetic susceptibility or no static spin order in FeSe,
although local spin fluctuations cannot be excluded.

Magnetotransport measurements
The superconductivity of the FeSe/ETO heterostructure is
characterized by electrical and magneto- transport measure-
ments in Fig. 3. The ETO films are insulating with sheet
resistance higher than 4 × 105 Ω·sq−1 at room temperature48,
indicating a low doping level consistent with the Eu2+ and Ti4+

states. Hence, the conductivity of the FeSe plus FeTe cap
dominates the transport measurements. One of our most
important findings is that monolayer FeSe on ETO hosts high-
temperature superconductivity with the onset at around 30 K as
shown in Fig. 3a, which has been reproduced in multiple
samples and is comparable to our FeSe/STO samples prepared
in the similar conditions49. No systematic difference between
the Tc of 1-UC and 2-UC FeSe films is observed, supporting the
conclusion of interfacial superconductivity. The R–T curve
displays a two-step transition in some samples, which could
be interpreted as the sequential formation of local super-
conducting puddles and phase-fluctuation states before enter-
ing the 2D superconductivity, as is observed in LaAlO3/SrTiO3

60

and monolayer Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ
61. Figure 3b shows the

suppression of the transition by an external field along the c
axis. The upper critical field Hc2(T) is extracted adopting
the midpoint criterion: R(Hc2,T)= 0.5 Rn(T), where Rn(T) is the
normal stated resistance extrapolated from above the

Tconset. The Tc shows a faster suppression in low fields and
enters a linear region at high fields (inset of Fig. 3b). This can be
fit with the Ginzburg–Landau multigap model62, yielding Hc2(0)
= 43 T and therefore the coherence length ξ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Φ0=2πHc2 0ð Þp

= 2.8 nm (Φ0 is the magnetic flux quantum), close to that of
FeSe/STO (2.4 nm)17 and much larger than the thickness of
single-layer FeSe, which confirms the 2D nature of the
superconductivity.
As a type-II superconductor with a high upper critical field,

FeSe exhibits rich vortex phenomena in the mixed state.
Thermal fluctuations in FeSe films can result in thermally
activated flux flow (TAFF) behavior where the vortices hop
between neighboring pinning centers63,64. In the TAFF region
near Tc, the resistance and temperature can be described by the
Arrhenius relation R (T, H)= R0(H) exp [−U0(H)/T] or ln R (T, H)=
ln R0(H)−U0(H)/T, where R0 (H) is a temperature-independent
constant and U0 (H) is the activation energy of flux flow. As
shown in Fig. 3c, the experimental data are well fit by this
relation. The fitting lines for different magnetic fields extra-
polate to the same point corresponding to a temperature of
27 K, in agreement with Tconset. Furthermore, the activation
energy U0 is obtained as the slope of the lines, and follows the
power-law relation with the field, U0 (H) ∝ H−α. As shown in Fig.
3d, α is field dependent with α= 0.20 for H < 3 T and α= 0.46
for H > 3 T, implying the crossover from the single-vortex
pinning at low field to the collective pinning at high field,
which is a typical behavior in Fe chalcogenides64.
Similar to Hall data from previous reports on FeTe-capped

monolayer FeSe/STO65, the Hall coefficient changes sign from
positive to negative as temperature is decreased (Fig. 3e,f). At low
temperatures where superconductivity emerges, the dominant
carriers are electrons, hinting at increased electron doping in the
FeSe layer caused by charge transfer from ETO.

Fig. 3 Transport results of FeSe/ETO. a Temperature dependence of the resistance for three samples with 10-UC FeTe capping layers. The
superconducting onset temperatures are marked. b R–T curves of sample S1 in various fields with H ‖ c. The inset shows the upper critical field
Hc2(T) (blue dots) and the fitting with the Ginzburg–Landau model for multigap superconductors (red line). c Arrhenius plot for the resistance
in various fields for S1. The corresponding solid lines are fitting results from the Arrhenius relation. d Field dependence of U0 (blue dots)
derived from the fitting in panel c, plotted in log–log scale. The red lines are power-law fittings for the data below and above 3 T, respectively,
possessing different exponents. e Hall resistance Rxy(H) of S1 at various temperatures. f Temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient
obtained as [Rxy(6 T)− Rxy(−6 T)]/12 T, showing a sign change at 94 K.
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Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
The doping in FeSe is directly evidenced in the ARPES measure-
ments at 10 K, indicating charge transfer from ETO to FeSe.
Although the concentration of oxygen vacancies in ETO might be
different from STO, recent studies have shown that the charge
transfer is caused by the band alignment near the interface and
that the resulting doping in FeSe is insensitive to the carrier
density in the neighboring oxide layers26. As shown in Fig. 4a, the
1-UC FeSe on ETO has a large elliptical Fermi surface at the M
point of the Brillouin zone with no Fermi surface at the Γ point.
One can see from the dispersion images that the hole-like band at
the Γ point is 70 meV below the Fermi level (Fig. 4b), hence, only
the electron-like band at the M point (Fig. 4c) contributes the
carriers and the Cooper pairs. The doping level estimated from
Fermi surface size based on the Luttinger’s theorem is ~0.11
electrons per Fe. We observe an energy gap Δ= 12meV at the
Fermi level on the electron band (Fig. 4d), consistent with the
high-Tc superconductivity from transport. The fermiology, band
structure, and superconducting gap of 1-UC FeSe/ETO closely
resemble those of the 1-UC FeSe/STO24, so they should have a
common mechanism for their enhancement of superconductivity.

DISCUSSION
We have grown monolayer FeSe epitaxially on an antiferromag-
netic ETO layer. In spite of its proximity, no evidence of magnetic
order in FeSe is seen in the XMCD measurements. This implies that
monolayer FeSe is robust against forming a static magnetic order.
Nevertheless, at the interface where antiferromagnetic order
diminishes, the spin fluctuation is likely to be strong, which might
play a role in the Cooper pairing.
As proposed by some theoretical studies, the Cooper pairing in

monolayer FeSe is mediated by AFM spin fluctuations, and Tc
should be enhanced when FeSe is stacked with a titanate that can
provide charge transfer and electron–phonon coupling or an AFM
material that can induce stronger spin fluctuations31. Intriguingly,
ETO fulfills both demands at the same time, and the high-Tc
superconductivity is indeed realized in the monolayer FeSe/ETO,
adding another member to the FeSe-oxide interface family.
No further enhancement in Tc compared with FeSe/STO was

observed, likely because the TN of ETO is lower than the Tc of FeSe
film, or the interface exchange interaction is not crucial to boost
the superconductivity in this system. It was reported that in
contrast to FeSe/STO, high-Tc superconductivity is absent in FeS/
STO66, even though they possess similar electron doping and spin
dynamics. Recent theoretical work points out that the phonons in
the surface layer of TiO2 are responsible for pairing, which is
dependent on the FeSe–TiO2 distance40. In this framework, the

spin fluctuation does not dominate the superconductivity of FeSe/
titanate. If the FeSe–TiO2 distance is similar in FeSe/ETO and FeSe/
STO, then a similar Tc should be expected. Besides ETO, LaTiO3 is
also found to boost the superconductivity of FeSe26, adding more
support to this scenario. Further theoretical study of the FeSe/ETO
interface is warranted.
We are also able to switch ETO from antiferromagnetic to

ferromagnetic ordering by an applied external magnetic field.
Importantly, the field required to switch ETO (2.5 T) is well below
the Hc2 of the FeSe on top, indicating that the superconductivity
persists during the magnetic moment realignment. The tunable
spin polarization, high-Tc, and high-Hc2 superconductivity and the
nanometer-scale thickness makes the FeSe/ETO heterostructure
appropriate for potential applications in functional devices.
Furthermore, when epitaxial FeTe, which is a bicollinear

antiferromagnet with 2.25 μB per Fe and TN ~ 70 K67,68, is used as
the capping layer, the FeTe/FeSe/ETO heterostructure forms an
AFM-SC-AFM sandwich that is an interesting platform supporting
exotic superconducting properties in the presence of diverse
exchange interactions. Our work makes an important step toward
the design of functional interfaces, specifically the precise
construction of oxide/chalcogenide interfaces. Further exploration
would be aimed at searching for higher Néel temperature oxide
materials, so that the spin interaction would be stronger.
In conclusion, we successfully grew heterostructures of mono-

layer FeSe on EuTiO3. The ETO layer is AFM-FM switchable with
external field, while the FeSe layer is superconducting at
temperatures up to 30 K. The integration of magnetic order and
superconductivity in this system will trigger the study of the
interaction between charge and spin, and promote the develop-
ment of superconductors and spintronics in the form of artificial
heterostructures.

METHODS
Sample preparation
The films were grown in a Veeco GΕΝXplor dual-MBE system with a base
pressure lower than 5 × 10−10 Torr. High-purity Eu, Ti, Fe, and Te was
evaporated from separated Knudsen cells. Se was evaporated from a Se
cracker. The source fluxes were measured by a quartz-crystal microbalance
and further calibrated by RHEED oscillations during growth. The oxygen-
gas flux was controlled by a leak valve and the partial pressure was
monitored by a residual gas analyzer. The electron beam energy of RHEED
was 10 keV. LSAT(001) single-crystal substrates (CrysTec GmbH) were
degassed at 700 °C for 30min in the oxide MBE chamber before growth.
EuTiO3 films were grown by codepositing Eu and Ti with calibrated flux
ratio on the substrates at 700 °C with the O2 partial pressure at 4 × 10−8

Torr, followed by annealing at 700 °C for 0.5 h. The samples were then
transferred through a UHV transfer line to the chalcogenide MBE chamber
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for FeSe growth. The flux ratio between Se and Fe was ~5. The substrate
temperature was 420 °C for growth and 480 °C for annealing. Extra Fe was
deposited to compensate Fe vacancies in the film49. The samples for
transport measurements were capped with 10-UC FeTe at 280 °C and those
for XAS and ARPES measurements were capped with 15 nm Te and 5 nm
Se successively at room temperature before being exposed to the air.

XAS measurements
XAS measurements were performed at the EPFL-PSI X-Treme beamline of
the Swiss Light Source50. The capped FeSe/ETO samples were sealed in
vacuum sealer bags, operating inside an Ar-filled glove box at UBC. The
samples were shipped to SLS in two days. Then they were mounted on
the sample holders in the air in 10min and then loaded into the chamber.
The films were decapped by annealing at 300 °C in a UHV preparation
chamber and then transferred to the measurement chamber where the
base pressure was 5 × 10−11 Torr. The base temperature of the cryostat was
2.0 K. The sample surface was placed in the vertical plane. The X-ray beam
and magnetic field are horizontal and parallel to each other. Total electron
yield was collected as the XAS signal. The XMCD signal was obtained as the
difference between the XAS spectra acquired with the photon helicity
vector parallel (μ−) and antiparallel (μ+) to the magnetic field. The XLD
signal was obtained as the difference between the XAS spectra acquired
with the linearly horizontal (LH) and linearly vertical (LV) polarizations at an
incidence angle of 60° from the surface normal. The LV-polarization vector
was parallel to the surface and LH was 60° from the surface plane. For each
XMCD or XLD, multiple XAS curves were acquired in a sequence alternating
the polarization at every spectrum and were averaged afterward for each
polarization. The magnetic moments were calculated using the sum rule as
described in Supplementary Information.

Transport measurements
Electrical transport properties were measured by the four-terminal method
in a Quantum Design physical property measurement system (PPMS). The
magnetic field was perpendicular to the sample surface. Gold wires were
cold-bonded on the samples with indium lumps as the electrodes.

ARPES
ARPES measurements were carried out at UBC on a lab-based system. The
capped samples were transferred from the MBE and mounted on the
copper-sample holders for ARPES, being exposed to the air for 5 min.
Conductive carbon paste was placed on the edges of the films for
grounding. The samples were decapped in the preparation chamber at
420 °C for 2 h before measurements. The ARPES chamber is equipped with
a Scienta VUV5k helium-discharge lamp and a Scienta DA30-L electron
analyzer. The photon energy is 21.2 eV. Energy and angle resolutions are
better than 8meV and 0.4 degrees. The temperature of the sample was
kept below 10 K during the measurements. The pressure of the chamber
was below 6 × 10−11 Torr. The superconducting gap is determined by
fitting the symmetrized EDC to a spectral function with the simplified BCS
self-energy69, Σ(k, ω)=−iΓ1Δ2/[ω+ ε(k)+iΓ0], where ω is the energy
relative to Fermi energy, Δ is the gap size, Γ0 is the pair-breaking
scattering rate, Γ1 represents the single-particle scattering rate, and ε(k) is
the band dispersion [ε(kF)= 0].

DATA AVAILABILITY
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
authors upon request.
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